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Third Civil Division for patent infringement cases in
Duesseldorf
Hetti Hilge (Rospatt Osten Pross ) · Thursday, April 12th, 2012

The District Court of Duesseldorf will set up a third division (panel of judges) for patent
infringement litigation. In addition, the Duesseldorf Court of Appeal will at least staff up, and
possibly set up a second patent senate for appeal cases.

With about 600 patent cases per year, the District Court of Duesseldorf is the most popular court
for patent infringement litigation in Germany with almost as many cases pending as in the other
competent patent infringement courts in Germany altogether.

While the increasing case numbers have resulted in a longer duration of the proceedings lately, this
trend will hopefully be reversed by the expansion. Moreover, Duesseldorf has strengthened its
position as a venue for patent litigation also with regard to the debate about a Unified Patent Court
in Europe and the location of local divisions.

Hetti Hilge
rospatt osten pross – Intellectual Property Rechtsanwälte

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Patent Blog, please
subscribe here.
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The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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This entry was posted on Thursday, April 12th, 2012 at 8:14 pm and is filed under (Cross-border)
jurisdiction, (Indirect) infringement, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, China, Czech Republic,
Denmark, EPC, Estonia, European Union, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, India,
Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States of
America“>Countries, European Union, Germany
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. Both comments and
pings are currently closed.
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